Coherence and motion transparency in rigid and nonrigid plaids.
Under a wide range of conditions, stimuli composed of two superimposed grating components with unequal rotation velocities (differing in sign and/or magnitude) gave a striking percept of a single, coherent, nonrigidly deforming plaid surface. Conversely, component angular velocities of the same sign and magnitude yielded rigidly rotating plaids. Rigidity and motion coherence were shown to be independent percepts, and coherent plaids were categorised unambiguously as rigid or nonrigid. Coherence and motion transparency were found to depend upon the relative orientation of components, and polar plots showed two lobes of high coherence for narrow intercomponent angles. There was a slight tendency for plaids with unequal component rotations to appear less coherent, but this was nonsignificant, once the effect of intercomponent angle was taken into account. Changes in the relative spatial frequency of components, relative contrast of components, and repeated presentation produced equivalent effects on coherence for rigid and nonrigid types of plaid motion. Manipulation of the terminators in the display by making the aperture diameters for the two component gratings unequal reduced coherence and increased transparency. The effect was the same for rigid and nonrigid plaids. Coherence in rigid and nonrigid plaids thus depends primarily on local processes and there is no strong interaction between rigidity and coherence.